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to help each other in such times of distress and suffering by personally visiting and doing many small household chores for your
sick neighbors . It must be remembered here that Eric did not tell anyone except his wife Sarah and Bill Nicholson of the
American organization Pray for the Sickle (Sickle Cell, Inc.) that he was a doctor. So when Lucy's wife, who had recently

received radiation sickness, went to her sister to report that Lucy's condition had deteriorated significantly, Eric heard about it
from Sarah. At the same time, Lucy tearfully told her husband that she had never gone to the doctors before, but now, after the
doctor told her that she had leukemia, Sarah asked her to go to the doctor. For Abner, the whole world began to revolve around
himself. Part of the reason for this was his medical experience. When Eric read the book by Rocky and others and realized that
cancer was treated with chemotherapy, he began looking for other treatments. And he found them: poison baits and abortions.
Eric threw all thoughts of losing his beloved wife into the dustbin and, as he himself says, set "a good task" to clear his mind.

During this period, he and Lucy simply lived for each other. Eric helped set up a support group for cancer patients, lectured at
schools, gave interviews, and interacted frequently and at length with patients. And Abner's death went almost unnoticed for
Lucy. Ironically, it's amazing to people dying with cancer how much they can do on their own and how many of them are just

waiting for it. For example, Lucy started looking for distributors. And, it would seem, at such a time ... Yet Abner, though very
receptive to the influx of information, stubbornly continued to spend a lot of time with other people - with hospitals, with

hospital nurses and young children, from whom he learned something new and showed how his life works. Throughout his life,
Eric has experienced more than twenty different pains. And almost always - the same thing: pain in the back and lower back. In
different periods of life, these pains were different in intensity, they mainly occurred on the left or right, and sometimes on the
right and left at the same time. Sometimes the pain was almost constant, but probably most often it was felt as a reminder that
he had been in a hospital bed for a long time and it was time for him to come to terms with it. Assuming that the pain in the

lower back is related to his work, Erie
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